(Let’s Grow Together)

Bronze Membership
It was 10th October 2013. My career was started as a mutual fund consultant and distributor.
Being an advisor to a huge and complex subject, it was extremely important to be updated
always about the changes that were going on in finance industry.
Only then an idea come into my mind that why not a group be formed with old and other
consultants like me, where each other's thoughts can be exchanged and doubt can be solved.
And at this time, our group was born It's all about money. On October 10th 2018, we will
finish 5 successful years of our telegram groups.
After the group's inception in 2014, updates & knowledge started getting shared. If a friend
needed any help, then in the moment of posting to the group, his doubts got cleared in no
time
With Time, other Advisors from all over India started joining our group, and today approx 7k
to 8k friends are with us. There are many types of products connected in our business.
Gradually, after the consultation with other friends we made new groups based on content,
Which are as follows.

1 it's all about money (3600 members)
We can discuss all financial products here, including Mutual funds as a core discussion
2 it's all about Lic (1700 members)
(Discussion about LIC and it's all products.)
3 it's all about Gic (1100 members)
(All general insurance products can be discussed here.)
4 it's all about stock market (1100 members)
(All stock market and direct equity related topics can be discussed here.)
5 it's all about FUN (1100 members)
Nothing official about it. Cricket, politics, jokes, and everything except adult content. Fun
and masti with Advisor friends
6 we can do wonders (1400 members) (It's all about Motivation.)
7 Gujarati Advisors (800 members)
All financial products can be discussed here but Only in Gujarati Language. No english or
hindi posting.
8 Marathi Advisors (300 members)
All financial products can be discussed here but Only in Marathi Language.No english or
hindi posting.
9 Tech Talk (1000 members)
(It's all about Social Media, technology and Digital tools.)
10 Readers are Leaders (1400 members)
All our business related books can be shared and find here. No copyright content can be
shared. We can share books which r freely available on internet.
11 Bse Star Mf Platform (6100 members)
12 Mf Utility Users (1000 members)

13 NSE platform Users (800 members)
14 Back office software Group. (900 members)
All back office software available in our industry can be discussed here.
15 ArthMitra EduLeague (600 members)
It's all about learning, studying and developing Our shelves. All certification courses can be
discussed here.

With the growth and acceleration of the mutual fund industry, the impact of technology is
increasing very much, and all the tasks are going online, so we have recently started 4 new
groups.

Why the telegram ??
After a lot of messenger trials, finally got a messenger whose features were very amazing.





Cloud data storage
Hidden contact numbers
Bigger group size
Multiple login possible

We are the trend setters
When no one knew about telegram in the industry. We are the first to initiate such a beautiful
group on Telegram four years ago. Today, many of our industry groups are working here like
NetworkFP, FIFA, MFD universe etc .....
 Like many other groups, our group also has many policy rules, which all friends
follow. One very important rule is that it is mandatory for every member to write the
name of his city behind his name.Due to the members from across India, it is easy for
friends to help each other.
 Having been together for 4 years now we all have become like a family. Today, in the
days of social media, we get business from anywhere, we can not afford to go there
every time. At such times, the group's members help each other, helping them close
their calls.
From time to time, we organize special conversations, such as





Success stories of IFAs
Tech talks
Value addition sessions like DiCGs, e insurance account, digital locker, NPS ....
We arrange the demos of different Softwares & Products which are mandatory for
running our business. Being a large group, we will also get a group discount for
purchasing these Softwares & products.

 We regularly arrange sessions from industry leaders to guide our friends on various
prevalent issues some of the session which we conducted so far are:

 Kanak Kumar Jain (Founder Member- MFRT)
(Invited him to take a session on MFRT & apprise our members about the
benefits of getting MFRT Membership)








Sadique Neelgund (Founder-Network FP)
Paresh Madni (Founder-IFA Planet)
Vinayak Sapre (Writer-Dohanomics & IFA)
Hitesh Kakkad (IFA GST Session)
Swapnil Bagmar (Founder-Salat Technologies)
Parth Parikh (Founder-Tasky Monk)
Neil Parag Parikh (CEO- PPFAS AMC)

 With thousands of members with differing viewpoints, managing the group can be a
challenge. To keep the group focused on knowledge sharing, We have strict protocol
to moderate the discussion. For instance, no messages can be posted after 11 pm. A
robo admin automatically deletes any message posted after 11 pm. Also, no
discussion around brokerage/commission is entertained. Discussion strictly revolves
around products and practice.
 Our group is very useful & beneficial for New IFAs who recently joined or joining
the industry.
We are being covered in Industry Publication too Like Morning Star India & Cafemutual too,
links of which are given below.
http://www.morningstar.in/posts/46775/need-instant-help-join-adviser-groups-telegram.aspx
http://cafemutual.com/news/tarraki/247-a-social-media-group-on-telegram-to-answer-ifaqueries
Our groups and owner of the group Milind Shah (Money bhai) also honoured at biggest
gathering of mutual fund distributors (MFRT) Delhi.
 Our group is expanding through word of mouth. Our Friend, Srikanth Matrubai once
had his own group of advisers on Telegram but chose to merge the group with Ours as
our objective & vision is same(To help our fellow IFAs with all the resources to
become a successful IFA.
We will continue to do good work for our IFA Friends Across India & build a long &
Sustainable relationships not only in our Work but in life too.
Dear Friends
To know more about this groups and about us please connect with us
Email: arthmitragurukulam@gmail.com
Phone: 88 66 99 36 36

